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Abstract—Development in construction industry is leading to involve complexities in engineering systems; whereas it also required to its sustainability towards social, environmental, and economical aspects. Experts with requisite background and expertise are involved in order to integrate knowledge in achieving whole criteria through design process. Collaborative design is needed in order to attain optimum design through shared solution and goal from experts. This study is conducted to explore issues and approaches development of collaborative design research in construction and its influence to sustainability of the development. Literature review method is used in order to conceptually figure future research direction of collaborative design research. This research is a part of beginning process in doctoral research program, and will be used to support dissertation’s conceptual definition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Construction industry is leading to involve multiple disciplines in completing the works where the emergence of complex problems in engineering system need to be solved [1]. It is not only has to consider building system itself, but also the impacts of building system to sustainability of built environment as a whole system [2], [3]. It is important to consider long-term environmental and economical benefits of urban growth and development to building design [4]. Experts with requisite backgrounds and expertise are involved in order to integrate knowledge in producing optimum design, which is deal with all criteria as a whole building systems. Conducting successful collaborative design is needed in order to assist the collaboration of experts in producing optimum solution as whole system design to achieve the sustainability project development of a building.

There are some definitions of collaborative design [5]-[9]. Collaborative design is an activity that requires participation of individuals in sharing knowledge and also organizing tasks and resources, especially on a large scale project, where design is produced by multiple experts whom work together at design process, in order to accomplish activities such as knowledge and data sharing, negotiation, decision making, coordination, and managing design tasks [5]. Collaborative design is considered to design process where participants communicate and work together actively in order to define design goals and build shared design solutions [6]. Collaborative design is also defined as an arrangement of collaboration works for experts, in which it has capability to facilitate multiple perspectives or perceptions to work in same specific problems [7]. Collaborative design is an endeavor process of collective activity which consists of different teams with different competence and responsibility in similar design object [8]. The process of collaborative design is involving experts with multiple disciplines; Detienne [9] stated that there are two important processes in collaborative design; which are consisted of coordinating process in managing task inter-dependencies and negotiation mechanisms in managing integration of multiple perspectives.
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The process of collaborative design is illustrated on Fig. 1. Based on this illustration, it can be explained that main purpose in conducting successful collaborative design is to construct optimum design as an integrated solution from experts, which is complimentary to all criteria of building systems responsibilities towards built environment as a whole system. The objective can be realized through successful negotiation process in decision making and problem solving, in which it supports the integration process. Negotiation and decision making process are important in supporting successful collaborative design process [10].

There are two main factors of multiple disciplines that need to be integrated in collaboration; they are factors of design objects and factors of participants involved. Objects are consisted of data or knowledge that has been revealed from experts which need to be integrated in meeting all criteria of design; meanwhile participants consist of experts whom also
need to be maintained in integration process with purpose to reveal best knowledge as a basic foundation of the design. The integration of building aesthetics, structures, utilities, and functions has to be fitted in order to maintain and take care environment and social surroundings by considering the construction process and the building impacts to sustainability of urban development [11]; it also has to give best and highest value to its function in attaining optimum revenue, which can support urban economics growth [12]. These criteria are needed to build a long term success of project development [13], which can be achieved through successful collaborative design process. Based from this purpose, it needs to recognize and understand issue and approach development that has been done in collaborative design.

This paper presents a literature review in collaborative design research. Review identifies issues and approaches development. Main issue in collaborative design research is conducting successful and effective collaborative design process with purpose to support sustainability in construction project development. Researches in collaborative design are synthesized by classifying them base on its issues and related approaches used. Each group is analyzed by comparing and combining issues appeared and approaches used in facing the problems. The result of each analysis is compiled to discover future research direction.

II. CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND

Main reason in conducting collaborative design research is to generate and develop tools and systems, weather it is physically or conceptually, with purpose to support successful and effective collaborative design process. An achievement of successful collaborative design process can lead to sustainability of project development through the implementation of optimum design [14], [15]. It is important to know and recognize advantages and disadvantages of approaches that have been used in encountering the issues, where it can be applied as guidance to lead better collaborative design process.

Participants who are involved in collaborative design process have different backgrounds, disciplines, experiences, and geographic locations. Problems appeared related to conduct meeting and briefing between participants whom have to work together in design process. Each participant has different time and place availabilities, which caused un-efficient collaboration process and affected to problem solving and decision making in collaborative design process. Some research conducted to deal with this problem. Utomo et al. [16] conducted research mainly focused in inventing agreement options which can be applied in order to support evaluating and selecting alternatives to formulate solution in design process. Effective and successful collaboration works can be achieved through computer-based supported tools and systems, whereas participants are able to work in one area even though they are located in dispersed geographic place [17], [18]. Based from this important factor, researchers are inventing tools and systems based on information technology (IT) and communication infrastructure development to create space where participants are able to collaborate virtually [19]. Successful virtual collaboration project can be reached through implementation of information and communication technology in the process [20], [21].

Basic need of physically integrating participants was then developed in order to accomplish the need in integrating design process (as an object). This need is developed on the research by creating technically shared understanding between participants in virtual works environment [22]. By developing technical shared understanding in order to support successful collaborative design process, some research realized the need to consider social factors in collaboration process with main purpose to achieve best shared goal from the experts [23]. Related to this, some problems appeared based from social presence, which caused failure on goal and the process itself [24].

Based from issues and approaches development in collaborative design research, this literature study-based research conducted with main purpose to reveal issues and approaches which have been done in past to present research, and identify the future direction of approaches and possible issues that need to be done. As shown in Fig. 2, research with main topic of collaborative design is grouped and synthesized into three main groups which are based on three main issue developments in collaborative design. The groups consist of physical approach, technical approach, and social approach.

![Fig. 2 Conceptual Figure of Literature Review Process](image)

III. SYNTHESIZE AND ANALYZE

According to main issue development in collaborative design research, there are three categories of raised issues and approaches that have been applied. Collected published researches of collaborative design through past and present are synthesized based on each group and analyzed individually and generally to find conclusion of future research direction.

A. Physical Approaches

The first classification is physical approach, which contains of approaches that have been used in facilitating collaborative design process to face or avoid problems related to time and place availabilities of participants. In conducting collaborative design process, some participants are located in dispersed geographic place, which caused a problem in conducting meeting or briefing to solve problems and create decisions.
Based from this issue, research in the area of collaborative design is developed to invent tools or systems that able to facilitate collaboration works at same space where participants are located separately.

There are some literature review-based researches which conducted to explore approaches related to this problem. Based from review, it is found that collaborative works problems, which consist of group size and also time and place availability, can be eliminated or avoided using computer supported tools and systems [17]. In line with [17], Wang et al [18] found that internet and web application can be applied to support collaborative design process, especially in conceptual design process with the condition of participants in separated location. It can be concluded that IT development can be applied to resolve problems related to time and place availabilities of participants. Some research is conducted with case study-based research in order to explore descriptively the affectivity of tools and system in facilitating collaborative design process [23], [25], [26].

There is a case study-based research with focus on physical approach which explored descriptively through 3 case studies of supported tools that were used in collaborative designs; they are Electronic Cocktail Napkin, PHIDIAS Hypermedia System, and Construction Kit Builder; research found that there are some problems appeared by single used of supported tools, so the authors explored potential combination system, such as Hypersketch Prototype and Digital design sketchbooks and mobile [25]. Tools and systems were developed to the used of Virtual Design Studio (VDS) in facilitating collaboration at remote locations, through case study of collaborative design process which involved 3 participants from different countries, it was found that VDS can be used to facilitate collaboration works between dispersed participants, where participants involved able to work in one media, and it can be done at different time and place [23].

In line with [23], [26] conducted research mainly focus on single media that can be used to facilitate collaborative design between geographically dispersed participants. It explored descriptively through archival records, interviews, and direct observation on case mainly about the use of multi user workspace in facilitating collaborative design process. There were 3 projects that used as a case study, which consist of Maruyama Project, Ayuyagawa Project, and Mikata Project. It is found that there is a possibility to facilitate collaborative design process by using multi user workspace, where participants can work together in one media (workspace) with support systems and tools on recording design process and ability for different participants to edit the design object.

Another way in collaborating through separated location of participants is purposed by [27], who developed Hypermedia system in form of virtual discussion tables, which was able to be applied to facilitate activities in exposing knowledge or data from participants. Another system is purposed to facilitate the collaborative design process. Computer Aided Design (CAD) also has ability to facilitate the collaboration [28]. It is also able to support shared 3D workspace, where participants can work together to build and edit virtual 3D Model [29]. Meanwhile, model purposed by [30] where main purpose is to facilitate problems related to geographical location of participants and to facilitate mediation process by integrating Project Planning Process Model (PPPM) with web-enabled B2B facility, the integration can be used to build virtual workspace in order to manage participants with different time and place availability.

Based from the synthesis of physical approach-based research, it can be concluded that most of approaches were considered and focused on creating and inventing tools and system in form of single shared-media to support collaborative design process virtually, where it was made with main purpose to encounter time and place availabilities of participants in conducting meeting and briefing to produce design, especially in solving problems and making decisions. It is found that the facilities used are able to support geographically dispersed collaboration works. Communication in virtual is essential in obtaining right decision making [31].

B. Technical Approach

By using single shared-media of work as an effective approach in conducting collaborative design, participants and researchers were realizing the need to generate shared understanding environment between participants [23]. It is related to design object that has to be integrated in solving problems, especially in the process where participants work on limited space and cannot solve problems synchronously. Different backgrounds and expertise of participants also took part in the appearance of this problem [30]. Based on this, research then develop to generate shared understanding environment in collaborative design process with main purpose to achieve understanding of shared object between participants.

Creating shared understanding environment in collaborative design process is important, Saad and Maher [22] conducted literature study-based research with purpose to explore computer systems and tools which can be used to attain shared understanding between participants in conducting successful collaborative design process. Shared understanding can also be achieved or generated by managing inconsistent and ambiguous data received. Main purpose in conducting effective collaborative design process is to integrate data or knowledge which is revealed from experts. Data and knowledge can be managed in order to support negotiation process at collaborative design based on the appearance of inconsistency data problems during communication activities [32].

Knowledge or data management is important in conducting successful collaborative design [33]. It is important to manage data integration in problem solving and decision making process [34]. There are lots of systems and tools that are basically invented by using technical-based approach in generating shared understanding environment through data management. Some examples of systems purposed are design objects classification [35]; revealing information patterns by using data mining technique [36]; and building library to reduce semantic conflicts [37]. Data management is one of
technical-based approach in generating shared understanding environment between participants. Based from this approach, conceptual models which can be used to generate shared understanding in collaborative design process namely Shared Design Thinking Process Model are purposed [38]. In creating technical shared understanding environment, there is also need consideration to availability of editing process arrangement for participants involved in data integration process, which is important to support successful collaborative design process [39]. Related to these findings, Plume and Mitchel [40] conducted research in supporting collaborative design process through building information modeling of design object base on collaboration in shared building model, which can support the decision-making activities.

Shared understanding environment can also be reached by participants through understanding design flow and process completely. Each participants need to know histories of design and chronologies of problems solved. An exploratory research conducted by observing nine collaborative design processes, which were divided into three groups, and consisted of Face To Face (FTF); Computer Mediated Collaborative Design (CMCD) combined with teleconference communication; and CMCD with textual communication. Result found that the important thing in conducting successful collaborative design process is the textual record of the process [41].

Another exploratory case study-based collaborative design research was also conducted by using observation on three cases in order to define organization differences in arranging and managing task coordination in collaborative design process [42]. The organization consisted of coordination; cooperation; and collaboration. Result found that it is possible to integrate design project through VDS into asynchronous designing, and it needs social infrastructure through organization in order to attain best solution.

The issues and approaches development in collaborative design research was leading to the need of creating shared understanding environment in the process. At the beginning of research development, it built an effective way in conducting collaborative design process by solving problems related time and place availabilities through shared workspace. Then it was emerging to generate shared understanding environment through design process and design object integration by applying technical approach. This technical approach was able to facilitate and support technical shared understanding of design process, but research found that the technical approach can only integrates design process and design objects, it cannot support integration of participants [23], [42].

C. Social Approach

Based from synthesis and analysis of physical and technical approaches, it can be seen that there is a lack consideration in conducting collaborative design process through physical and technical approaches. Both approaches are mainly considered to physical process and design object, without considering the social factors in which the purpose is to achieve an integrated solution. From both approaches it can be found that physical approach can only be used to integrate participants but only on terms of physical factor related to different time and place availabilities [23]; and technical approach can only be used to integrated design process technically, it cannot organize the social factors that can be considered in achieving best shared goal [42].

Effective collaborative design process can be conducted through good supported communication [43]. Social problems appeared basically caused by insufficient communication process between participants, in which these problems are influenced by designers’ behaviors at design process [44]. Some technical communication facilities can also influence teamwork [45]. In order to deeply understanding the affect of social factors to successful collaborative design, a literature review with purpose to explore human related factors that need to be considered in conducting effective collaborative design process was purposed, research found that there are seven factors which consisted of contexts, supports, tasks, interaction processes, teams, individuals, and also overarching factors [46].

One of social factors that able to influence successful collaborative design process is teamwork. Some research found that integrated team design is able to support the successful collaborative design process [47]. It is also important to organize teamwork at the beginning to build integrated design team in achieving effective collaborative design process. Task coordination and its interdependencies can be considered in organizing and forming teamwork to support successful collaborative design process [48].

Another social factor that needs to be considered is in recognizing the social presence as causal factors for successful and effective collaboration process [24]. The research found that there is relation between social presence and task, and findings revealed that social presence influences the participants’ attitude towards the task. Related to this found, participants’ behaviors in decision making process are need to be concerned, because they are able to affect the outcomes of design process, where best integrated solutions cannot be reached [49]. Related to social factors concerned in supporting successful collaborative design, there is a need to consider social sustainability through collaboration skill, which consists of teamwork, compromise & negotiation process, cultural & social diversity, participation, and communication [50].

Generating shared understanding environment through social approach is needed. It is important to achieve best shared goal through decision making and problem solving of best knowledge that has been revealed from experts, it also can be used to facilitate the process effectively. It is known that social factors are also determining the successful and effective collaborative design process.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The result of synthesis and analysis within collaborative design research is compiled and discussed as presented on Fig. 3. Based from result of synthesis and analysis process above, it can be seen that there are three main classifications or groups of collaborative design research; which consist of physical approach, technical approach, and social approach.
Those groups are classification of collaborative design research which is based on its issue development. Based on literature review above it is known that physical approach mostly invented shared workspace facilities; technical approach mostly created supported system and tools of technical shared understanding environment; and social approach mostly developed model and systems that supported socially shared understanding between participants.
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Most of invented methods, tools, or systems with physical-based approach were in the form of a shared-workspace [23], [25], [26], [29], [51]; which is a kind of single used media in facilitating collaboration works. It is made basically based on the need to integrate dispersed geographic participants. From the review, it is found that form of shared-space methods can be used to integrate participants from different locations and at different time. VDS is one kind of a shared workspace. It made participants able to work together without arising any kind problems related to time and place availabilities in conducting meeting or briefing to solve problems and make decisions in design process. But some research found that shared workspace has some lack in supporting the successful collaborative design [41]. It might be possible to collaborate and integrate participants whom located at dispersed geographic to work together through one working media (workspace), but it has some difficulties in collaborations designing process especially in integrating design objects. According to research conducted by [41], it is found that collaborative design is able to achieve success and run design process effectively as long as there is supported recording ability in the system, especially in textual model.

Issues were raised related to the need of integrating design process and design object technically. Main problems were related to the appearance of misunderstanding between participants, it was because of each participants did not know any objects or concept of design that had been given from other participants. A response is purposed in order to solve this problem, by inventing tools and systems that can integrate the data or knowledge in supporting shared understanding environment between participants [32]. The development of this invention was technically based, which was only considered to the design object.

Some inventions which have been developed in the technical based approach were based on knowledge or data management [33]-[37], [40]. Main purpose of this approach is to manage data, which is revealed from experts with different expertise, it is used to achieve same perception between participants through management of ambiguous and inconsistency data received. The methods consisted of revealing data, building library to classify the meaning of each object and also storing data change. It can be concluded from researches categorized on this technical approach that shared understanding could be achieved as long as there is a storing facility that can be used to record design process, so that each participant able to track the design developments which were done by others, and this made participant able to understand every participants’ thought.

Limited environment by virtual workspace through VDS caused lack of social interaction in collaborative design process. Even though there was endeavor in supporting the virtual work by using technical approach in achieving shared understanding environment between participants, some research found that VDS can only support the collaboration of design object, but it cannot integrate the participants [23], [42]. It is important to consider the social factor to build successful collaborative design [48], [52]; because it affects to the effectiveness of collaboration process which will lead to unsolved problems, insufficient design, and unfinished design process [24]. Based on this issue development, research was then grown and developed to consider social approach in supporting collaborative design process. The social approach consisted of teamwork management, communication, culture, organization, individual behavior, etc. There are some researches which consider in combining technical and social approaches in conducting successful collaborative design process [53], [54].

Research in the area of collaborative design is leading to consider the social approach in achieving the optimum design. It is not only can be used as a basic foundation to run the process effectively, but it is also able to support in revealing and integrating best solution from experts.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on literature review to collaborative design research, it is concluded that future direction research concerns to consider the social approach, which are focusing on managing the social presence with main purpose to reveal and collaborate best solutions from experts. Physical approach and technical approach is important and needed in conducting effective collaborative design process, but the most important factor is the social approach which can lead to achieve optimum building design that can support long-term function and the sustainable of project development itself through complimentary all criteria of environmental, economical and social aspects. This achievement will support a contribution of sustainable urban development.
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